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ESTATE MANAGEMENT
BY MAPPING
Your Estate “On the Map” and at your fingertips
Estate management as a profession is moving “up-the-ladder”
through the implementation of more accurate, professional,
affordable and organizational mapping systems
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It is estimated that over 80% of all data is geographical in
nature. In the case of Estate Management, this figure is closer
to 100%. However, for Estate Managers to undertake their
duties effectively and make informed decisions they are
critically dependent upon latest and best information at their
fingertips and in the context of their Estate.
Information in this case refers to everything relating to
ownership of an estate. In many such cases, information
resides in the Estate Managers office. They exist in a wide
variety of forms with varying and limited degrees of
accessibility, accountability, integration, security, backup and
integrity. In short, it’s all about good governance of the Estate.

Traditional tools for estate management are reports, lists,
maps, plans, email or paper correspondence amongst others.
Nowadays these are commonly stored in hanging files,
cabinets and computers. These are often sacred and strategic
since they may be the only copies. This is especially true for
older estates. The weakness of these systems is that
significant risk exists due to either disaster, human error, and
media ageing.
A more modern approach is to integrate all the Estate
information within an intelligent map of the Estate.
Some examples include the following:

Health and Safety (examples: mustering areas, wheel chair access and fire escape routing)

This example shows a circular buffer region of possible 60m
firehose displayed around fire hydrants, showing areas of
overlap, voids and access limitations. The measurement box on
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the right indicates the segment length and final length that the
selected hose will reach, with individual erven in the
background.
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Environment (examples: water bodies, landscaping, buffer zones, trees, plants, animal habitats and conservation)

Here a formal landscaped area was mapped and geographically
over laid according to horticultural categories for improved
planning, maintenance and development.
Security (examples: security camera coverage, perimeter zones, hot-spots, patrol routes and access points)

Security is an important contributor to Estate mapping, as
shown in this example where a portion of the estate boundary
fence is shown as a red line, with demarcated electric fence
zones. The location and visible camera range extents are shown
Copyright Cape Point GIS

as a shaded green area on the right. The display of areas of
coverage, overlap and concealments can be linked to camera
planning and even real time functioning.
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Administration (examples: erven numbers, member information, emergency details and correspondence trails)

This data query of erven owners lists the details for each
property in a table on the left, also highlighted in yellow for the
same properties in the corresponding map in the center. A suite

of additional information for a single home (shown in the red
box) such as an image of the house plan, photos and
administrative information are displayed on the right.

Utilities (examples: sewage, water supply, communication and electrical networks)

In this example, a sewage line is mapped from the estate into a
residential property as shown in the image on the left. In the
center, the sewage pump station linked to that property as
owned and managed by the Estate is shown.
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Photo images of the pump station at installation, together with
specifications, wiring diagrams and the on-going maintenance
reminder schedule is shown on the right.
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The reading of water meters is an on-going responsibility of the
Estate Management. Although consumption lists are
maintained, a mapping option allows for a singular meter or
multiple meters to be monitored and reported on a spatial

mapped basis for easy reporting per household groups, streets or
supply line. Exemption reporting and other queries and warnings
are easily depicted on the Estate map.

Infrastructure (example: roads, bridges, sidewalks, cycle and pedestrian tracks, sports facilities, open spaces and buildings)

Google images

In this golf estate example, surfaces such as footpaths (shown
as a thin yellow line), paved roads (solid grey line), fairways,
greens and bunkers are shown as separate overlays. These are
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Google images

applied to maintenance, management and monitoring
portfolios. Sequential time based aerial pictures can show the
area and extent of encroachment or other changes.
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Planning (example: Estate and building plans, separate yet integrated layered viewing, area and distance measurement capability)

Planning maps are a natural usage of spatial estate
management. In this example, a house plan was scanned and
digitally positioned onto its own location on the map. When
zooming in, no quality is lost, as is the case for many digital
images. The advanced functionally of a spatially intelligent

The “hard sell” to Trustees and Board of Directors
Even with all the obvious advantages above, Estate managers
have a hard time convincing the Trustees or Board of Directors
of their benefit to investing in such a system. This is often due
to the difficulty of defining the value proposition on a holistic
scale in a developing country landscape. All too often such
systems are perceived as a luxury or over the top services that
cannot be easily allocated to an existing budget line item. In
such cases, it is easier to fall back on traditional methods
where data is often dispersed, outdated and not adequately
backed up. Servicing and maintenance is more cumbersome
and ad hoc by nature. This leads to inefficiencies and the
increased risk of breakdowns with unplanned emergency
disaster mitigation. A mapping system as proposed here will
not however necessarily remove these challenges but it can go
a long way towards saving time, resources and money
through better overall governance of any Estate.
Why now?

map is also shown. Here a single room is marked off ‘on-the-fly’
(as shown in the shaded light brown rectangle) whilst its floor
area extent is displayed on the top right.

private estates. The past two decades has seen significant
maturity of such GIS systems software, as well as broadbased internet connectivity and bandwidth, together with
cloud based solutions and increased computing power.
These factors have now unlocked the technology to a new
smaller scale Estate market sector in monetary, complexity
and spatial terms.
Why Cape Point GIS?
Even with the opportunities mentioned above, there is still an
entry barrier into this fast-evolving geo-spatial technology
sector. It remains high-tech, that requires suitably trained
experts in their field. Often estates cannot afford the technical
and upskilling costs to establish their own systems. This is
where Cape Point GIS Services have the Estate management
and GIS experience to offer these solutions at a very
competitive rate.

Until now, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) used in
these estate-type solutions belonged to the domain of large
company corporates, town planners and municipalities on a
spatial and investment scale far beyond those experienced by
Copyright Cape Point GIS
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Benefits to estate managers
More and more forward thinking, techno-savvy estate
managers are now slowly able to demonstrate improved
governance and holistic long-term responsible ownership of
their estates.
With these geo-spatial resources, these hard-working, well
serving management leaders in their field will boast improved
efficiencies, increased technology development and faster
career advancement.
About us
Cape Point GIS is a recently established Geospatial applications service provider. Setup
as a family sole propriety establishment in
2017, based in Noordhoek, Cape Town. The
company is owned by Dr Carl Wainman an
Earth and Ocean Scientist
specialist with more than 20 years of
experience in GIS and associated Estate
management. He is assisted by his son Calvin
Wainman, a GIS technologist.

On site recording with off site management updates,
viewing and browsing
Online GIS systems have potentially revolutionized how
Estate Managers will make decisions in future. Point and
attribute data (for example a refurbished fire hydrant details
and photo) describing the changed conditions of any item can
be instantly and easily measured in the field of the Estate,
seamlessly uploaded to the GIS and displayed in near realtime. The overseeing Estate Manager will immediately be
notified of the changed condition and the job card
automatically updated and its maintenance schedule adjusted.
Off-site GIS support

software and data display solutions as you realize your
benefits and requirements.
Conclusion
Spatial Estate management is a relatively new topic to estate
managers. Traditional methods are well entrenched whereby
utilities and asset maintenance, together with maintenance,
risk mitigation, governance, environmental, health and safety
and administrative are vastly distributed.
Although only a few examples are shown, this article proposes
the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for better
estate Systems Management. Although this appears to be
rather disruptive “out-the-box”, high-tech approach, many
benefits can accrue from the investment in such a system.
The spins-offs are improved long-term ownership, peace of
mind, perpetuity of information, cost saving on projects and
generally better estate governance.
All this functionality and map data browsing can be provided
completely on-line, so an estate can be managed and
monitored from anywhere on the internet.
A no-obligation, low cost trial is offered to Estates whereby
managers, owners and trustees can experiment with the
system and become familiar before committing to extensive
functionality.
If you’re not seeing the mapping benefit then you’re not seeing
the management point!
GIS=Geographic Information Systems
Contact us
Phone: 082 773 677
Mail: info@capepointgis.co.za
Web: www.capepointgis.co.za

GIS services to support these systems no longer require
professionals to be on-site at the Estate. The software
systems are designed for remote cloud-type internet access,
reducing take-on and support costs.
No obligation trial offer
Contact us for more information about how your estate can
become geo-spatially enabled. Using a simple low-cost opensource software option initially as a trial only, your Estate will
instantly be on-the-map. This initial start comes without
obligation and will pave-the-way towards more complex
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